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AGENDA



Professors

Research (academic reading, hypothesis testing, writing), student                         
advising, course design and preparation, committee work,                            
department administration, grant applications, student referral                             
letters, peer reviewing, journal editing

Lab Instructors 
Teach and oversee science laboratories, develop lab courses, student advising, 
health and safety, research, writing, committee work and service

Librarians 

Teach, maintain curriculum relevant collections, provide subject expertise plus 
technical expertise, keep millions of links working, research and committee work, 
maintain partnerships with dozens of external library organizations

Placement Coordinators 

Work with businesses and organizations to create practicum opportunities for 
students, liaise with supervisors, teach weekly seminars
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What do Faculty and Academic Support Officers do?



What led to the strike vote?

1. Job Security

Introduction of language allowing for dismissal for reasons                               
other than just cause. 

2. Workload

More students, more programs, more research expectations 

3. Salary

Comparably low salaries unfit for recruitment and retention 
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Why are we on strike?

After the strike vote, professors were offered workload adjustments to teaching to 
compensate for increased research expectations. However,

● ASO members have not been offered similar workload                          
adjustments

● Our salary proposals have been rejected and ASOs have                           
been offered less in terms of Cost of Living Adjustments than professors

● Administration proposed removing our input into policy that governs 
intellectual property resulting from the creative research that we do 
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Can CUE afford what we are asking for?

Financially, CUE is doing fantastically. It can easily afford what we are asking for. 
In just the last 4 years,

● Student enrolment increased by over 50%

● Student tuition and fee revenue nearly doubled

● CUE banked-for-buildings over ⅓ of its tuition                                and fee 

revenue

● CUE now has “in the bank” nearly the entire                                    cost 

($40m) of its new academic building.
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What are we are asking for?

The salary increase we are asking for would cost the institution annually

● 3% of what it put in the bank last year

● less than 1% of the institution’s annual revenue

● 1/5  of what it just paid for The Magrath Mansion
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These increases should not affect tuition. The costs to CUE could easily be 

covered by either

● paying off our new buildings a little more slowly, or   

● increasing fundraising rather than tuition

According to its financial statements, CUE has raised less than $1.8m in total from 

donors in the past five years. 



Who are sessionals, and where do they stand?

Sessional instructors are contract workers hired by CUE for a fixed term. There 
are over 100 sessionals who teach at CUE every term, outnumbering faculty

● Sessionals do not receive benefits, have no job security, and have no 
access to research funds

● Sessional instructors are paid up to 30% less than their counterparts at 
MacEwan and 50% less than those at the University of Alberta

Sessionals are not covered by the collective agreement. However, a high 
number support their colleagues in the faculty association. 

● Sessionals have been locked out by CUE                                                 
Administration during the strike.
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What is SSCUEFA and why was it created?

Students Supporting CUE Faculty Association is an interdisciplinary collective that 
began as a way for students who support their faculty to voice and demonstrate 
their solidarity.

SSCUEFA is represented this evening by

Ashley Callahan, Faculty of Arts
Jaeli Willoughby, Faculty of Education 
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@ SSCUEFA 



Are there any recent developments to report?
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What can you do to help end the strike?
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Write letters to the CUE Board of 

Governors, as well as the Vice 

President Academic, ℅ the 

University Secretary:

judy.kruse@concordia.ab.ca              



questions




